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We all know that a stem is the main body or stalk of a
plant, but stem also stands for Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics.
So, a stem is something that holds you up, and STEM is
cool subjects that can help you in school, college and your
career. Sometimes you don’t even realize what you’re
studying has anything to do with science, technology,
engineering or math.
Georgia Southern wants to show you how great these
topics can be, what kind of jobs you can get with them
(and how much they pay), and how you can
participate in exciting events at school and
in the community.
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What
does
an

Environmental
Scientist
do?
by Stephanie Saunders

Are you interested in protecting the environment?
Becoming an Environmental Scientist may be for you!
Environmental Scientists use their knowledge of natural sciences to protect the
environment. They collect things like samples of air, soil, water, or food, and
analyze those samples to see if there are threats to the environment. If there are
threats, they begin developing a plan to prevent or fix the environmental issues,
like how to clean waters that have become polluted. Environmental Scientists
also play a big role in educating the government, business and the public on
environmental and health risks.
For most entry-level jobs, environmental scientists have a bachelor’s degree in
environmental science or another natural science, such as biology, chemistry,
or geosciences. Students typically take courses in biology, chemistry, geology,
and physics. The average salary for an Environmental Scientist is $61,700 per
year.
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So much to learn from
TUSKS

What is a
Mastodon?
Mastodons are prehistoric
relatives of elephants, just like
mammoth.
Mastodons lived in North
America from 1.8 million to
11,000 years ago. The adults
were about 8-10 feet tall at the
shoulder and weight 4-6 tons.
Mastodons probably lived in
family units, just like elephants,
Mastodons became extinct as
part of a massive extinction
event that may have been
caused by rapid climate change
or human hunters.

Tusks are one of the most recognizable features of
mastodons. Tusks are teeth (second upper incisors) that
grow throughout an animal’s life. Because of this, and
because tusks grow in layers, they can tell us about the
life of the individuals to whom they belong. This data can
be recovered by paleontologists, who use it to determine
how the animal lived and what its environment looked
like.
The size and shape of a tusk fossil can be used to
determine how old the animal was as well as whether it
was male or female. The number of annual growth lines
in the tusk provides an estimate for the animal’s age.
They can be used to track changes in an animal’s health,
because the thickness between growth lines varies,
depending on how much the animal had to eat. A
relatively thick line indicates good health, whereas a
relatively thin line indicates nutritional stress.
Paleontologists can recreate the life of mastodon by
studying tusks. This type of research is important
because knowing how an animal lived can provide clues to
how it died. The causes of megafaunal extinction are still
uncertain, but over-hunting by humans, climate change,
or a combination of these factors are likely culprits. If
mastodons at the end of the Pleistocene showed
nutritional stress, then the climate change hypothesis of
extinction is more likely. If no environmental change is
evident, then an external factor, like the introduction of
humans to the environment, would be a more likely
hypothesis for extinction. In this way, documenting
changes in the life history of mastodons throughout the
Pleistocene can shed light on causes of mastodon
extinction, and megafaunal extinction as a whole.
Research on mastodon tusks like that discussed
here is conducted by Dr. Katy Smith at Georgia
Southern University. COME and VISIT our
CURRENT
Georgia
Southern
University MUSEUM EXHIBIT,
curated
by
Dr.
Smith,
“Tremendous Tuskers,” until
May 2013.
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September 14, 2013
10am-4pm

Contact
Neesmith Lane Building
Georgia Southern University
A fun-filled, interactive celebration of science, technology,
engineering and math (STEM)
Who: “Children” of all ages
What: participate in demonstrations, exhibits and handson activities in the STEM fields.
• Calculate your body weight by your stride,
• Learn about robotics and the Baja car,
• Visit the GSU planetarium, Wildlife Center, Garden of
the Coastal Plain, History Museum, and Center for
Sustainability,
• Talk with scientists, technologists, engineers, and
mathematicians from
GSU,
• Learn about careers in
STEM-related fields
and the importance of
STEM careers in our
society.
• And much more
“Project: My future”: answer questions to enter a prize
drawing
THIS IS A FREE EVENT
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Tell us what you want to
hear about:
1

What sciences are you
interested in?

2 What jobs are you interested
in hearing about?
3 Send us your questions,
suggestions and ideas:
Contact us:
Dr. Karin Scarpinato
Newsletter Editor
P.O. Box 8044
Georgia Southern University
kscarpinato@georgiasouthern.edu

